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Abstract
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is the most efficiently known way to compute the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) of an arbitrary n-length signal, and has a computational complexity of O(n log n). If
the DFT ~X of the signal ~x has only k non-zero coefficients (where k < n), can we do better? In [1], we
addressed this question and presented a novel FFAST (Fast Fourier Aliasing-based Sparse Transform)
algorithm that cleverly induces sparse graph alias codes in the DFT domain, via a Chinese-Remainder-
Theorem (CRT)-guided sub-sampling operation of the time-domain samples. The resulting sparse graph
alias codes are then exploited to devise a fast and iterative onion-peeling style decoder that computes
an n length DFT of a signal using only O(k) time-domain samples and O(k log k) computations. The
FFAST algorithm is applicable whenever k is sub-linear in n (i.e. k = o(n)), but is obviously most
attractive when k is much smaller than n.
In this paper, we adapt the FFAST framework of [1] to the case where the time-domain samples are
corrupted by a white Gaussian noise. In particular, we show that the extended noise robust algorithm R-
FFAST computes an n-length k-sparse DFT ~X using O(k log3 n)1 noise-corrupted time-domain samples,
in O(k log4 n) computations, i.e., sub-linear time complexity. While our theoretical results are for signals
with a uniformly random support of the non-zero DFT coefficients and additive white Gaussian noise,
we provide simulation results which demonstrates that the R-FFAST algorithm performs well even for
signals like MR images, that have an approximately sparse Fourier spectrum with a non-uniform support
for the dominant DFT coefficients.
1In this paper, we assume a fixed sampling structure or measurement system, that is motivated by practical constraints,
particularly for hardware implementation. If it is feasible to have a randomized measurement system, which permits the flexibility
of choosing a different sampling structure for every input signal, we also have a variant of the R-FFAST algorithm presented
in [2] which can robustly compute an n-length k-sparse DFT using O(k log4/3 n) samples and O(k log7/3 n) computations.
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2(a) Log intensity plot of the 2D-DFT of
the original ‘Brain’ image.
(b) Original ‘Brain’ image in spatial do-
main.
(c) Reconstructed ‘Brain’ image using
the R-FFAST.
Fig. 1. Application of the 2D R-FFAST algorithm to reconstruct the ‘Brain’ image acquired on an MR scanner with dimension
504 × 504. The 2D R-FFAST algorithm reconstructs the ‘Brain’ image, as shown in Fig. 1(c), using overall 60.18% of the
Fourier samples of Fig. 1(a).
I. INTRODUCTION
The Fast Fourier Transform is the fastest known way to compute the DFT of an arbitrary n-length
signal, and has a computational complexity of O(n log n). Many applications of interest involve signals
that have a sparse Fourier spectrum, e.g. signals relating to audio, image, and video data, biomedical
signals, etc. In [1], we have proposed a novel FFAST (Fast Fourier Aliasing-based Sparse Transform)
framework, that under idealized assumptions of no measurement noise and an exactly k-sparse signal
spectrum (i.e. there are precisely k non-zero DFT coefficients), computes an n-length DFT ~X using only
O(k) time-domain samples in O(k log k) arithmetic computations. For large signals, i.e., when n is of
order of millions or tens of millions, as is becoming more relevant in the Big-data age, the gains over
conventional FFT algorithms can be significant. The idealized assumptions in [1] were primarily used to
highlight the conceptual framework underlying the FFAST architecture.
In this paper, we adapt the noiseless FFAST framework of [1] to a noise robust R-FFAST algorithm.
The robustness to measurement noise is achieved by judiciously modifying the FFAST framework, as
explained in details in Section VII-B. Specifically, the FFAST front-end in [1] has multiple stages of
sub-sampling operations, where each stage further has 2 sub-sampling paths called the delay-chains.
Both the delay-chains in each stage of the FFAST framework have an identical sampling period but
a circularly time-shifted input signal, i.e., consecutive shifts. In contrast, in R-FFAST we use a large
number of random shifts: more precisely, an asymptotically large (i.e. O(log3 n) number of delay chains
per stage, where the input to each delay-chain is shifted by a random amount prior to being subsampled
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3(see Section VII). A random choice of the circular shifts endows the effective measurement matrix with
good mutual incoherence and Restricted Isometry properties (RIP) [3], thus enabling stable recovery.
As a motivating example, consider an application of a 2D version of the R-FFAST algorithm to acquire
the Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) of the ‘Brain’ as shown in Fig. 1. In MRI, recall that the samples
are acquired in the Fourier domain, and the challenge is to speed up the acquisition time by minimizing
the number of Fourier samples needed to reconstruct the desired spatial domain image. The R-FFAST
algorithm reconstructs the ‘Brain’ image acquired on an MR scanner from 60.18% of the Fourier samples
as shown in Fig. 1(c). In Section IX-B, we elaborate on the details of this experiment. These results are not
meant to compete with the state-of-the-art techniques in the MRI literature but rather to demonstrate the
feasibility of our proposed approach as a promising direction for future research. More significantly, this
experiment demonstrates that while the theory proposed in this paper applies to signals with a uniformly-
random support model for the dominant sparse DFT coefficients, in practice, our algorithm works even
for the non-uniform (or clustered) support setting as is typical of MR images. However, the focus of this
paper is to design a robust sub-linear time algorithm to compute k-sparse 1D DFT of n-length signals
from its noise corrupted time-domain samples.
In many practical settings, particularly hardware-based applications, it is desirable or even required
to have a fixed sampling structure (or measurement system) that has to be used for all input signals
to be processed. It is this setting that we focus on in this work. Under this setting, we show that the
proposed R-FFAST algorithm computes an n-length k-sparse DFT ~X using O(k log3 n) noise-corrupted
time-domain samples, in O(k log4 n) complex operations, i.e., sub-linear sample and time complexity. A
variant of the R-FFAST algorithm presented in [2] is useful for applications that have the flexibility of
choosing a different measurement matrix for every input signal (i.e. permit a randomized measurement
system). Under this setting, which we do not elaborate on in this work, our algorithm can compute an
n-length k-sparse DFT using O(k log4/3 n) samples and O(k log7/3 n) computations. We emphasize the
following caveats for the results in this paper. First, we assume that the non-zero DFT coefficients of
the signal ~x have uniformly random support and take values from a finite constellation (see Section II
for more details). Secondly, our results are probabilistic and are applicable for asymptotic values of k, n,
where k is sub-linear in n. Lastly, we assume an i.i.d Gaussian noise model for observation noise.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we provide the problem formulation and
the signal model. Section III provides the main result of this paper. An overview of the related literature
is provided in Section IV. In Section V, we use a simple example to explain the key ingredients of
the R-FFAST architecture and the algorithm. Section VI, provides a brief review of some Frequency-
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4estimation results from signal processing literature, that are key to our proposed recovery algorithm. In
Section VII and Section VIII, we provide a generic description of both the R-FFAST architecture as well
as the recovery algorithm. Section IX provides experimental results that validate the performance of the
R-FFAST algorithm.
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider an n-length discrete-time signal ~x that is a sum of k << n complex exponentials, i.e., its
n-length discrete Fourier transform has k non-zero coefficients:
x[p] =
k−1∑
q=0
X[`q]e
2piı`qp/n, p = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, (1)
where the discrete frequencies `q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and the amplitudes X[`q] ∈ C. We consider the
problem of computing the k-sparse n-length DFT ~X of the signal ~x, when the observed time-domain
samples ~y are corrupted by white Gaussian noise, i.e.,
~y = ~x+ ~z, (2)
where ~z ∈ CN (0, In×n).
Further, we make the following assumptions on the signal:
• The number of non-zero DFT coefficients k = O(nδ), where 0 ≤ δ < 1, i.e., sub-linear sparsity.
• Let M = {√ρ/2 + i√ρ/M1}M1i=0 and Θ = {2pii/M2}M2−1i=0 , where ρ is a desired signal-to-noise
ratio and M1,M2 are some constants.
• We assume that all the non-zero DFT coefficients belong to the set A = {αeıφ | α ∈ M, φ ∈ Θ}
(see Remark III.2 for a further discussion on this constraint).
• The support of the non-zero DFT coefficients is uniformly random in the set {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
• The signal-to-noise ratio ρ, is defined as, ρ = EX[`]6=0{|X[`]|2}/E{||~z||2/n}.
III. MAIN RESULTS
The proposed R-FFAST architecture is targeted for applications, where a fixed sampling structure or
front-end is used for all the input signals. It computes an n-length k-sparse DFT ~X using O(k log3 n)
noise-corrupted time-domain samples, in O(k log4 n) complex operations, i.e., sub-linear sample and
time complexity. A variant of the R-FFAST algorithm that allows for flexibility of choosing a different
measurement matrix for every input signal is presented in [2] and computes an n-length k-sparse DFT
~X using O(k log4/3 n) samples and in O(k log7/3 n) computations.
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5Theorem III.1. For a finite but sufficiently high SNR, 0 < δ < 1, and large enough length n, the R-
FFAST algorithm computes a k-sparse DFT ~X ∈ An, of an n-length signal ~x, where k = O(nδ), from
its noise-corrupted time-domain samples ~y, with the following properties:
• Sample complexity: The algorithm needs m = O(k log3 n) samples of ~y.
• Computational complexity: The R-FFAST algorithm computes DFT ~X using O(k log4 n) arithmetic
operations.
• Probability of success: The algorithm perfectly recovers the DFT ~X of the signal ~x, with probability
at least 1−O(1/k).
Proof: Please see Appendix C.
Remark III.2. The R-FFAST algorithm reconstructs the k-sparse DFT ~X perfectly, even from the noise-
corrupted time-domain samples, with high probability, since in our signal model we assume that ~X ∈
An. The reconstruction algorithm is equally applicable to an arbitrary complex-valued non-zero DFT
coefficients, as long as all the non-zero DFT coefficients respect the signal-to-noise-ratio as defined in
Section II. The proof technique for arbitrary complex-valued non-zero DFT coefficients becomes much
more cumbersome, and we do not pursue it in this paper. However, in Section IX we provide an empirical
evidence of the applicability of the R-FFAST algorithm to signals with arbitrary complex-valued DFT
coefficients. The reconstruction is deemed successful if the support is recovered perfectly. We also note
that the normalized `1-error is small (see Section IX for more details) when the support is recovered
successfully.
IV. RELATED WORK
The problem of computing a sparse discrete Fourier transform of a signal is related to the rich
literature of frequency estimation [4, 5, 6, 7] in statistical signal processing as well as compressive-
sensing [8, 9]. Most works in the frequency estimation literature use well studied subspace decomposition
principles e.g., singular-value-decomposition, like MUSIC and ESPRIT [4, 6, 7]. These methods quickly
become computationally infeasible as the problem dimensions (k, n) increase. In contrast, we take a
different approach combining tools from coding theory, number theory, graph theory and statistical signal
processing, to divide the original problem into many instances of simpler problems. The divide-and-
conquer approach of R-FFAST alleviates the scaling issues in a much more graceful manner.
In compressive sensing, the bulk of the literature concentrates on random linear measurements, followed
by either convex programming or greedy pursuit reconstruction algorithms [9, 10, 11]. A standard tool
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6used for the analysis of the reconstruction algorithms is the restricted isometry property (RIP) [3]. The
RIP characterizes matrices which are nearly orthonormal or unitary, when operating on sparse vectors.
Although random measurement matrices like Gaussian matrices exhibit the RIP with optimal scaling,
they have limited use in practice, and are not applicable to our problem of computing a sparse DFT from
time-domain samples. So far, to the best of our knowledge, the tightest characterization of the RIP, of a
matrix consisting of random subset of rows of an n×n DFT matrix, provides a sub-optimal scaling, i.e.,
O(k log4 n), of samples [12]. In contrast, we show that by relaxing the worst case assumption on the
input signal one can achieve a scaling of O(k log n) even for partial Fourier measurements. An alternative
approach, in the context of sampling a continuous time signal with a finite rate of innovation is explored
in [13, 14, 15, 16].
At a higher level though, despite some key differences in our approach to the problem of computing
a sparse DFT, our problem is indeed closely related to the spectral estimation and compressive sensing
literature, and our approach is naturally inspired by this, and draws from the rich set of tools offered by
this literature.
A number of previous works [17, 18, 19, 20] have proposed a sub-linear time and sample complexity
algorithms for computing a sparse DFT of a high-dimensional signal. Although sub-linear in theory,
these algorithms require large number of samples in practice and are robust against limited noise models,
e.g., bounded noise. In [21], the authors propose an algorithm for computing a k-sparse 2D-DFT of an
√
n×√n signal, where k = Θ(√n). For this special case, the algorithm in [21] computes 2D-DFT using
O(k log n) samples and O(k log2 n) computations. In contrast, the R-FFAST algorithm is applicable to
1D signals and for the entire sub-linear regime of sparsity, i.e., k = O(nδ), 0 < δ < 1, when the
time-domain samples are corrupted by Gaussian noise.
V. R-FFAST ARCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHM EXEMPLIFIED
In this section, we describe the R-FFAST sub-sampling “front-end” architecture as well as the associated
“back-end” peeling-decoder using a simple example. Later, in Section VII and Section VIII, we provide
a generic description of the front-end architecture and the back-end algorithm.
Consider an n = 20 length input signal ~x, whose DFT ~X , is k = 5 sparse. Further, let the 5 non-zero
DFT coefficients of ~x be X[1], X[3], X[5], X[10] and X[15]. Let ~y = ~x+~z, be a 20-length noise-corrupted
time-domain signal, input to the R-FFAST architecture shown in Fig. 2. In its most generic form, the
R-FFAST sub-sampling ‘front-end’ consists of d (≥ 3) stages, where d is a non-decreasing function of
the sparsity-index δ (where k = O(nδ) ). Each stage further has D number of subsampling paths or
January 5, 2015 DRAFT
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Fig. 2. An example 2-stage R-FFAST architecture. The noise-corrupted time-domain samples ~y = ~x+ ~z, of a 20-point signal
~x with a 5 sparse DFT ~X , are processed using the R-FFAST front-end and the peeling back-end algorithm.
delay-chains with an identical sampling period, e.g., all the delay-chains in stage 0 of the Fig. 2 have
sampling period 5. The input signal to the different delay-chains is circularly shifted by certain amount.
For illustrative purposes, in Fig. 2, we show the processing of noise-corrupted samples ~y through a d = 2
stage R-FFAST architecture, where the sampling period of the two stages are 5 and 4 respectively. Each
stage further has D = 3 delay-chains. The input signal to each of the D = 3 delay-chains is circularly
shifted by 0, 2 and 9 respectively prior to the sub-sampling operation. The output of the R-FFAST front-
end is obtained by computing the short DFTs of the sub-sampled data and further grouping them into
‘bins’, as shown in Fig. 2. The R-FFAST peeling-decoder then synthesizes the big 20-point DFT ~X
from the output of the short DFTs that form the bin observations. The relation between the output of
the short DFTs, i.e., bin-observations, and the DFT coefficients of the input signal ~x, can be computed
using preliminary signal processing identities. Let ~yb,i,j denote a 3-dimensional observation vector of bin
j of stage i. Then, a graphical representation of this relation is shown using a bi-partite graph in Fig. 3.
Left nodes of the bi-partite graph represent the 5 non-zero DFT coefficients of the input signal ~x, while
the right nodes represent the “bins” with vector observations. We use fi to denote the number of bins
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8f0 = 4
f1 = 5
X[1]
X[5]
X[10]
X[3]
~yb,0,0
~yb,0,1
~yb,0,2
~yb,0,3
~yb,1,3
~yb,1,4
~yb,1,2
~yb,1,1
~yb,1,0
X[15]
Fig. 3. A 2-left regular degree bi-partite graph representing relation between the unknown non-zero DFT coefficients, of the
20-length example signal ~x, and the bin observations obtained through the R-FFAST front-end architecture shown in Fig. 2. Left
nodes of the bi-partite graph represent the 5 non-zero DFT coefficients of the input signal ~x, while the right nodes represent
the “bins” ( also sometimes referred in the sequel as “check nodes”) with vector observations. An edge connects a left node
to a right node iff the corresponding non-zero DFT coefficient contributes to the observation vector of that particular bin. The
observation at each check node is a 3-dimensional complex-valued vector, e.g., ~yb,0,0 is observation at bin 0 of stage 0.
in stage-i, for i = 0, 1. An edge connects a left node to a right node iff the corresponding non-zero
DFT coefficient contributes to the observation vector of that particular bin, e.g., after sub-sampling, the
DFT coefficient X[10] contributes to the observation vector of bin 2 of stage 0 and bin 0 of stage 1.
Thus, the problem of computing a 5-sparse 20-length DFT has been transformed into that of decoding
the values and the support of the left nodes of the bi-partite graph in Fig. 3, i.e., sparse-graph decoding.
Next, we classify the observation bins based on its edge degree in the bi-partite graph, which is then
used to describe the FFAST peeling decoder.
• zero-ton: A bin that has no contribution from any of the non-zero DFT coefficients of the signal,
e.g., bin 0 of stage 0 in Fig. 3.
~yb,0,0 =

wb,0,0[0]
wb,0,0[1]
wb,0,0[2]
 , (3)
where ~wb,i,j ∈ CN (0, I3×3) consists of the DFT coefficients of the samples of the noise vector ~z.
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9• single-ton: A bin that has contribution from exactly one non-zero DFT coefficient of the signal,
e.g., bin 2 of stage 0. Using the signal processing properties, it is easy to verify that the observation
vector of bin 2 of stage 0 is given as,
~yb,0,2 =

1
eı2pi20/20
eı2pi90/20
X[10] +

wb,0,2[0]
wb,0,2[1]
wb,0,2[2]
 . (4)
• multi-ton: A bin that has a contribution from more than one non-zero DFT coefficients of the signal,
e.g., bin 1 of stage 0. The observation vector of bin 1 of stage 0 is,
~yb,0,1 =

1
eı2pi2/20
eı2pi9/20
X[1] +

1
eı2pi10/20
eı2pi45/20
X[5] +

wb,0,1[0]
wb,0,1[1]
wb,0,1[2]
 . (5)
Algorithm 1 R-FFAST Algorithm
1: Input: The noise-corrupted bin observations ~yb,i,j , obtained using the R-FFAST sub-sampling front-
end, for each bin j in stage i for all i, j.
2: Output: An estimate ~X of the k-sparse n-point DFT.
3: R-FFAST Decoding: Set the initial estimate of the n-point DFT ~X = 0. Let ` denote the number of
iterations performed by the R-FFAST decoder.
4: Set the energy threshold T = (1 + γ)D for appropriately chosen γ (see Appendix C).
5: for each iteration do
6: for each stage i do
7: for each bin j do
8: if ||~yb,i,j ||2 < T then
9: bin is a zero-ton.
10: else
11: (singleton, vp, p) = Singleton-Estimator (~yb,i,j).
12: if singleton = ‘true’ then
13: Peel-off: ~yb,s,q = ~yb,s,q − vp~a(p), for all stages s and bins q ≡ p mod fs.
14: Set, X[p] = vp.
15: else
16: bin is a multi-ton.
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: end for
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R-FFAST Iterative peeling-decoder: The R-FFAST peeling decoder uses a function called “singleton-
estimator” (see Section VIII for details) that exploits the statistical properties of the bin observations to
identify which bins are singletons and multitons with a high probability. In addition, if the bin is a singleton
bin, it also determines the value and the support of the only non-zero DFT coefficient connected to this
bin. The R-FFAST peeling decoder then repeats the following steps (see Algorithm 1 for the pseudocode):
1) Select all the edges in the graph with right degree 1 (edges connected to single-ton bins).
2) Remove these edges from the graph as well as the associated left and right nodes.
3) Remove all the other edges that were connected to the left nodes removed in step-2. When a
neighboring edge of any right node is removed, its contribution is subtracted from that check node.
Decoding is successful if, at the end, all the edges have been removed from the graph. It is easy to verify
that the R-FFAST peeling-decoder operated on the example graph of Fig. 3 results in successful decoding,
with the coefficients being uncovered in the following possible order: X[10], X[1], X[3], X[5], X[15].
The success of the R-FFAST peeling decoder depends on the following two crucial assumptions:
1) The bipartite graph induced by the R-FFAST sub-sampling front-end is such that a singleton based
iterative peeling decoder successfully uncovers all the variable nodes.
2) The function “singleton-estimator” reliably determines the identity of a bin using the bin-observations
in the presence of observation noise.
In [1], the authors have addressed the first assumption, of designing the FFAST sub-sampling front-
end architecture, guided by the Chinese-remainder-theorem (CRT), such that the induced graphs (see
Fig. 3 for an example) belong to an ensemble of graphs that have a high probability of being decoded
by a singleton based peeling decoder. For completeness, we provide a brief description of the FFAST
sub-sampling front-end design in Section VII, and refer interested readers to [1] for a more thorough
description. The second assumption of designing a low-complexity and noise-robust “singleton-estimator”
function is addressed in Section VIII. First, we review some results from the signal processing literature
of Frequency estimation in the next section, that are key to designing the “singleton-estimator” algorithm.
VI. FREQUENCY ESTIMATION: A SINGLE COMPLEX SINUSOID
The problem of estimating the frequency and amplitude of a single complex sinusoid from noise
corrupted time-domain samples has received much attention in signal processing literature. The optimal
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is given by the location of the peak of a periodogram. However,
the computation of periodogram is prohibitive even with an FFT implementation, and so simpler methods
are desirable. In [22], the author used a high SNR approximation from [23], to propose an estimator
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that is computationally much simpler than the periodogram and yet attains the Cramer-Rao bound for
moderately high SNRs. Next, we briefly review the high SNR approximation from [23], along with the
fast sinusoidal frequency estimation algorithm from [22].
Consider N samples of a single complex sinusoidal signal buried in white Gaussian noise, obtained
at a periodic interval of period T ,
y(t) = Aej(ωt+φ) + w(t), t = 0, T, 2T, . . . , (N − 1)T, (6)
where the amplitude A, frequency ω, and the phase φ are deterministic but unknown constants. The
sampling period T determines the maximum frequency ωmax ∈ (0, 2pi/T ), that can be estimated using
these samples. Henceforth, for ease of notation WLOG we assume that T = 1, i.e., ωmax ∈ (0, 2pi). The
sample noise w(t) is assumed to be a zero-mean white complex Gaussian noise with variance σ2w.
1 vR
vI~v
1 + ~v ⇡ ej
vI
Fig. 4. Consider a complex number 1+~v, where ~v = vR+ jvI and |~v| << 1. Then, a high SNR approximation of a complex
number 1 + ~v is given by exp(jvI) [23].
1) High SNR approximation of the phase noise [23]: Let the signal-to-noise-ratio SNR ρ be defined
as ρ = A2/σ2w. Consider the model of (6),
y(t) = Aej(ωt+φ) + w(t)
= (1 + v(t))Aej(ωt+φ) (7)
where v(t) = w(t)e−j(ωt+φ)/A, is a zero-mean complex normal random variable with variance 1/ρ. For
high SNR, i.e., ρ >> 1, we can approximate the complex number (1 + v(t)) as (also see Fig. 4),
(1 + v(t)) =
√
(1 + vR(t))2 + v2I (t)e
j tan−1(vI(t)/(vR(t)+1))
≈ 1ej tan−1(vI(t)/(vR(t)+1))
≈ 1ej tan−1 vI(t)
≈ 1ejvI(t), (8)
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where the phase vI(t) is a zero mean Guassian random variable with variance 1/2ρ. The high SNR
approximation model was first proposed in [23]. In [22], the author empirically validated that the high
SNR approximation holds for SNR’s of order 5−7dB. Thus, under high SNR assumption the observations
in (6) can be written as,
y(t) ≈ Aej(ωt+φ+u(t)), (9)
where u(t) is zero-mean white Gaussian with variance 1/(2ρ).
2) Frequency Estimator [22]: Using the high SNR approximation model of (9), we have,
∆(t) = ∠y(t+ 1)− ∠y(t), t = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2
= ω + u(t+ 1)− u(t)
i.e., ~∆ = ~1 ω + ~z, (10)
where ~z ∈ RN−1, is a zero-mean colored Gaussian noise. The author in [22] then computed the following
MMSE rule to estimate the unknown frequency ω,
ωˆ =
N−2∑
t=0
β(t)∠y(t+ 1)y†(t), (11)
where the weights β(t) have closed form expression (see [22]) and are computed using the optimal
whitening filter coefficients of an MMSE estimator. In [22], the author shows that the frequency estimate
of (11) is an unbiased estimator and is related to the true frequency ω as,
ωˆ =
(
ω +N
(
0,
6/ρ
N(N2 − 1)
))
2pi
, (12)
where (·)2pi is a modulo 2pi. Equation (12) essentially holds for any value of T , i.e., periodic sampling.
In [22], the author considered a problem where the unknown frequency ω is a real number in an
appropriate range, e.g., ω ∈ (0, 2pi). Hence, the result in (12) is expressed in terms of an estimation error
as a function of the number of measurements N and the signal-to-noise ratio ρ. In contrast, in this paper
we are interested in frequencies of the form 2pi`/n, for some unknown integer ` ∈ [0, n− 1]. Hence, we
use the Gaussian Q-function along with the estimate in (12) to get the following probabilistic proposition.
Proposition VI.1. For a sufficiently high SNR and large n, the frequency estimate ωˆ obtained using (11)
satisfies,
Pr(|ωˆ − ω| > pi/c1) < 1/n3,
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for any constant c1, where N = O(log1/3 n).
Proof: Please see Appendix E
VII. R-FFAST FRONT-END ARCHITECTURE
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Fig. 5. A block diagram of the R-FFAST architecture for processing noise-corrupted samples ~y = ~x + ~z. The n-point input
signal ~y is uniformly subsampled by a carefully chosen, guided by the Chinese-Remainder-Theorem, set of d patterns. Each
stage has D delay-chains and a delay-chain in stage i has fi number of samples. The delay shift pattern (r0, r1, . . . , rD−1) is
carefully chosen so as to induce bin-measurement matrices with “good” mutual incoherence and RIP properties (as explained
in Section VII-B). Next, the (short) DFTs, of each of the delay-chain samples are computed using an efficient FFT algorithm
of choice. The big n-point DFT ~X is then synthesized from the smaller DFTs using the peeling-like R-FFAST decoder.
In its most generic form the R-FFAST front-end architecture consists of d ≥ 3 stages and D delay-
chains per stage as shown in Fig. 5. The ith delay-chain in stage-j, circularly shifts the input signal by
ri and then sub-samples by a sampling period of n/fj , to get fj output samples. Using identical circular
shifts ri in the ith delay-chain of all the stages is not a fundamental requirement of our architecture, but
a convenience that is sufficient, and makes the R-FFAST framework implementation friendly. Next, the
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(short) DFTs of the output samples of each delay-chain are computed using an efficient FFT algorithm
of choice. The big n-point DFT ~X is then synthesized from the smaller DFTs using the peeling-like
R-FFAST decoder.
A. Number of stages and sampling periods
The number of stages d and the sub-sampling factor’s n/fi, for i = 0, . . . , d−1, are chosen based on the
sparsity-index δ, where k = O(nδ), 0 ≤ δ < 1. Based on the qualitative nature of the design parameters,
of the R-FFAST front-end architecture, we identify two regimes of sub-linear sparsity; 1) very-sparse
regime, where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1/3, and 2) less-sparse regime, where 1/3 < δ < 1. The role of the number
of stages and the subsampling factors used in each stage of R-FFAST front-end is to guarantee that the
frequency domain aliasing sparse bi-partite graph (see Fig. 3 for an example) is successfully decoded by
a singleton based peeling-decoder described in Section V, with a high probability. The choice of number
of stages and the subsampling factors in R-FFAST front-end architecture is identical to that of the FFAST
front-end architecture [1]. Here, we provide a brief description about the choice of these parameters and
refer interested reader’s to [1] for more details.
• Very-sparse regime: For the very-sparse regime we always use d = 3 stages in the R-FFAST
front-end. The sampling periods n/fi, for stages i = 0, 1, 2, are chosen such that the integers
fi = O(k) +O(1), i.e., are approximately equal to k, and are relatively co-prime factors of n. For
example, n = 100∗101∗103∗99, k = 100, f0 = 100, f1 = 101 and f2 = 103, achieves an operating
point of δ = 1/4.
• Less-sparse regime: For the less-sparse regime the number of stages d is a monotonic non-decreasing
function of the sparsity index 1/3 < δ < 1. In particular, an operating point of fractional sparsity
index δ can be achieved as follows. Let the number of stages d = 1/(1 − δ). Consider a set
of d relative co-prime integers Pi = O(k1/(d−1)) such that n =
∏d−1
i=0 Pi = O(k1/δ). Then, the
subsampling periods n/fi are chosen such that fi =
∏i+d−2
j=i P(j)d , where (j)d = j mod d. For
example, n = 10 ∗ 11 ∗ 13, k = 100 and f0 = 10 ∗ 11, f1 = 11 ∗ 13, f2 = 13 ∗ 10, achieves δ = 2/3.
B. Delay chains and the bin-measurement matrices
In the FFAST front-end architecture proposed in [1], for the noiseless observations, we have shown
that D = 2 delays are sufficient to detect the identify of a bin from its observations. On the contrary, in
the presence of additive noise, as will be shown in the sequel, each stage of the R-FFAST architecture
needs many more delay-paths to average out the effect of noise. In order to understand the role of the
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number and the structure of the delay-chains, used in the R-FFAST front-end architecture, we take a
detailed look at the bin-observations of the example of Section V.
Consider the observation vector ~yb,0,1, shown in (5), of the bin 1 of stage 0,
~yb,0,1 =

1
eı2pi2/20
eı2pi9/20
X[1] +

1
eı2pi10/20
eı2pi45/20
X[5] +

wb,0,1[0]
wb,0,1[1]
wb,0,1[2]
 ,
=
(
~a(1) ~a(5) ~a(9) ~a(13) ~a(17)
)

X[1]
X[5]
X[9]
X[13]
X[17]

+

wb,0,1[0]
wb,0,1[1]
wb,0,1[2]
 ,
= A0,1 ~X + ~wb,0,1,
where the A0,1 is referred to as a “bin-measurement” matrix of bin 1 of stage 0, and its `th column is
given by
~a(`) =


1
eı2pi2`/20
eı2pi9`/20
 if ` ≡ 1 mod 4
~0 otherwise,
for ` = 0, 1, . . . , 19. In the sequel, we refer to ~a(`), ` = 0, 1 . . . , 19, as a steering-vector corresponding
to the frequency 2pi`/20, sampled at times 0, 2 and 9.
More generally, the observation vector ~yb,i,j , of bin j of stage i of a R-FFAST front-end architecture
with d stages and D delay-chains per stage, is given by,
~yb,i,j = Ai,j ~X + ~wb,i,j , 0 ≤ i < d, 0 ≤ j < fi, (13)
where fi is the number of samples per delay-chain in stage i, ~wb,i,j ∼ CN (0, ID×D) and Ai,j is the
bin-measurement matrix. The bin-measurement matrix Ai,j is a function of the sampling period, number
of delay-chains as well as the circular shifts {rs}D−1s=0 used in stage i of the R-FFAST sub-sampling
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front-end and its `th column is given by
~a(`) =

(
e−
ı2pi`r0
n , e−
ı2pi`r1
n , . . . , e−
ı2pi`rD−1
n
)†
if ` ≡ j mod fi
~0 otherwise,
(14)
Note that, the `th column of the bin-measurement matrix is either zero or a sinusoidal frequency 2pi`/n
sampled at times {rs}s=D−1s=0 .
In (13), both the measurement matrix and the DFT vector are sparse. The singleton-estimator function
attempts to determine if the bin observation ~yb,i,j , corresponds to a 0-sparse (zeroton) or 1-sparse
(singleton) or L-sparse (L ≥ 2 multi-ton) signal. In the case when the bin observation corresponds
to a singleton bin, the function singleton estimator also tries to recover the 1-sparse signal. Thus, the
bin estimation problem is somewhat similar to compressed sensing problem. In the compressed sensing
literature the mutual-incoherence and the Restricted-isometry-property (RIP) [3], of the measurement
matrix, are widely studied and well understood to play an important role in stable recovery of a sparse
vector from linear measurements in the presence of observation noise. Although, these techniques are not
necessary for our bin-estimation problem, as we will see in the following, they are certainly sufficient.
Next, we define the mutual-incoherence and the RIP of the bin-measurement matrices. Later, we use these
properties to prove a stable recovery of the proposed R-FFAST peeling-style iterative recovery algorithm.
Definition VII.1. The mutual incoherence µmax(A) of a measurement matrix A is defined as
µmax(A) , max∀p6=q
|~a(p)†~a(q)|
||~a(p)|| · ||~a(q)|| , (15)
where ~a(p) is the pth column of the matrix A.
The mutual-incoherence property of the measurement matrix indicates the level of correlation between
the distinct columns of the measurement matrix. Smaller value of µmax(A) implies more stable recovery,
e.g., µmax(A) = 0 for an orthogonal measurement matrix A.
Definition VII.2. The restricted-isometry constant γs(A) of a measurement matrix A, with unit norm
columns, is defined to be the smallest positive number that satisfies
(1− γs(A))|| ~X||2 ≤ ||A ~X||2 ≤ (1 + γs(A))|| ~X||2, (16)
for all ~X such that || ~X||0 ≤ s.
The RIP characterizes the norm-preserving capability of the measurement matrix when operating on
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sparse vectors. If the measurement matrix A has a good RIP constant (small value of γ2s(A)) for all
2s-sparse vectors, then a stable recovery can be performed for any s-sparse input vector [24]. Since, a
small value of γ2s(A) implies that ||A( ~X1 − ~X2)||2 is bounded away from zero for any two distinct,
~X1 6= ~X2, s-sparse vectors.
1) Randomness and reliability: As pointed out in earlier discussion, a smaller value of mutual in-
coherence corresponds to more reliability or stable recovery. If the circular shifts {rs}D−1s=0 used in the
D delay chains of the R-FFAST front-end architecture are chosen uniformly at random between 0 and
n− 1, then,
Lemma VII.3. The mutual incoherence µmax(Ai,j) of a bin-measurement matrix Ai,j is upper bounded
by
µmax(Ai,j) < 2
√
log(5n)/D , ∀ i, j (17)
with probability at least 0.2.
Proof: Please see Appendix A.
Also, it is easy, i.e., O(nD) complexity, to verify if a given choice of r0, . . . , rD−1 satisfies (17) or
not. Hence, using offline processing one can choose a pattern (r0, . . . , rD−1), such that deterministically
the bound in (17) is satisfied. In the following Lemma, we use the Gershgorin circle theorem [25] to
obtain a bound on the RIP condition of a matrix as a function of its mutual incoherence.
Lemma VII.4. A matrix A, with unit norm columns and mutual incoherence µmax(A), satisfies the
following RIP condition for all ~X that have || ~X||0 ≤ s,
(1− µmax(A)(s− 1))+ || ~X||2 ≤ ||A ~X||2 ≤ (1 + µmax(A)(s− 1)) || ~X||2
Proof: Please see Appendix B.
2) Sinusoidal structured bin-measurement matrix for speedy recovery: In Section VII-B, we have
shown that the columns of a bin-measurement matrix Ai,j ∈ CD×n are determined by circular shifts
used in each of the delay-chains in the R-FFAST front-end architecture. In particular, as shown in (14),
the `th column of a bin-measurement matrix is either zero or a sinusoidal signal with frequency 2pi`/n
sampled at random times {rs}s=D−1s=0 corresponding to the circular shifts used in the R-FFAST front-end.
Although a uniformly random choice of circular shifts endows the bin-measurement matrix with good
coherence properties, as shown in Lemma VII.3, the lack of structure makes the decoding process, i.e.,
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bin-processing algorithm, painfully slow. In contrast, if the columns of the bin-measurement matrix consist
of equispaced samples of sinusoidal frequency 2pi`/n, then as seen in Section VI, the sinusoidal signal
can be detected using only linear operations, but the mutual incoherence properties are not sufficient
enough for reliable decoding.
In this section, we propose a choice of the circular shifts, used in the R-FFAST front-end architecture,
that is a combination of the randomness and structured sampling that enables us to achieve the best
of both worlds. We split the total number of delay-chains D into C clusters, with each cluster further
consisting of N delay-chains, i.e., D = NC. The first delay-chain of each cluster circular shifts the input
signal by ri, i = 0, . . . , C − 1, a uniformly random number between 0 and n− 1. The jth delay-chain of
the ith cluster circularly shifts the input signal by ri + (j − 1)2i, i.e., equisapced samples with spacing
of 2i starting from ri. The `th column of the resultant bin-measurement matrix is given by,
~a(`) =

eı2pi`(r0+0)/n
eı2pi`(r0+1)/n
...
eı2pi`(r0+(N−1))/n
eı2pi`(r1+0)/n
eı2pi`(r1+2)/n
...
eı2pi`(r1+2(N−1))/n
...
eı2pi`(rC−1+2
C−1(N−1))/n

. (18)
In next section, we describe a bin-processing algorithm that exploits the equispaced structure, of the
intra-cluster samples, to estimate the support of a singleton bin in linear time of the number of samples,
i.e., O(D).
VIII. R-FFAST BACK-END PEELING ALGORITHM
The R-FFAST back-end peeling decoder recovers the big n-point DFT ~X from the smaller DFTs output
by the R-FFAST front-end, i.e., bin-observations, using an onion peeling-like algorithm as described
in Algorithm 1. One of the crucial sub-routine used by the R-FFAST back-end peeling algorithm
is “singleton-estimator”. The function singleton estimator exploits the statistical properties of the bin
observations to identify which bins singletons and multitons with a high probability. In addition, if
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the bin is a singleton bin, it also determines the value and the support of the only non-zero DFT
coefficient connected to this bin. In Section V, we explained the operation of the R-FFAST back-end
peeling algorithm using a simple example. In this section, we focus on the description of the “singleton-
estimation” function.
The singleton-estimator function estimates a single column of the bin-measurement matrix (or equiv-
alently the frequency ω = 2pi`/n) that best describes (in squared error sense) the bin observations. It
does so using a two step procedure. First, the frequency estimation algorithm in [22] (i.e., estimator in
(11)) is used to process the observations corresponding to each cluster, to obtain C estimates ωi for
i = 0, . . . , C − 1. Then, these estimates are fused together to obtain the final frequency estimate ωˆ
that corresponds to the support of the potential singleton bin. If the estimated column does not justify
the actual bin observations to a satisfactory level (based on an appropriately chosen threshold) then the
processed bin is declared to be a multi-ton bin.
1) Processing observations in a cluster: Consider processing the observations of cluster i.
∆i(t) = ∠y(t+ 1)− ∠y(t), t = Ni,Ni+ 1, . . . , N(i+ 1)− 2
= 2iω + u(t+ 1)− u(t)
~∆i = ~1 2
iω + ~z, (19)
where we have used the high SNR approximation model to get ~z ∈ RN−1 as a zero-mean colored
Gaussian noise. Further, applying the MMSE rule of (11) we get an estimate ωi of 2iω as follows,
ωi =
(
2iω +N
(
0,
6/ρ
N(N2 − 1)
))
2pi
(20)
Thus, each cluster of observations provides an estimate (up to modulo 2pi) of a multiple of the true
frequency ω. Next, we show how these different estimates can be used to successively refine the search
space of the true frequency ω.
2) Successive refinement: Let Ωi = (ωi − pi/c1, ωi + pi/c1) be a range of frequencies around the
estimate ωi that contains the true frequency 2iω with high a probability (as shown in proposition VI.1),
obtained by processing observations of cluster-i. For a continuous set, with a slight abuse of notation we
use | · | to denote the length of the interval, e.g., |Ω0| = 2pi/c1. The operation of multiplying a frequency
by 2, maps two frequencies θ and θ+pi to the same frequency, i.e., (2θ)2pi = (2(θ+pi))2pi. However, since
|Ω0| = 2pi/c1, for a sufficiently large constant c1, |Ω0 ∩Ω1/2| ≤ 2pi/(2c1). Similarly, the intersection of
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Algorithm 2 singleton-estimator
1: Inputs:
• A noise-corrupted bin observations ~yb ∈ CNC , consisting of C clusters each with N number of
measurements.
• MMSE filter coefficients {β(0), . . . , β(N − 2)}.
2: Outputs: 1) A boolean flag ‘singleton’, 2) If singleton, then estimate of the value vp of the non-zero
DFT coefficient and the position (or support) p of the non-zero DFT coefficient.
3: Set ωprev = 0.
4: Set the singleton = ‘false’.
5: Set D = NC.
6: for each cluster i = 0, . . . , C − 1 do
7: ωnew =
1
2i
∑N(i+1)−2
t=Ni β(t−Ni)∠yb(t+ 1)y†b(t).
8: δ1 = d ωprev2pi/2i e(2pi/2i) + ωnew − ωprev.
9: δ2 = b ωprev2pi/2i c(2pi/2i) + ωnew − ωprev.
10: if |δ1| < |δ2| then
11: ωprev = δ1 + ωprev.
12: else
13: ωprev = δ2 + ωprev.
14: end if
15: end for
16: Set the support estimate q = round(ωprevn/2pi).
17: Set the energy threshold T = (1 + γ)D for an appropriately chosen γ (see Appendix C).
18: vq = ~a(q)
†~yb/D.
19: if ||~y − vq~a(q)||2 < T then
20: singleton = ‘true’.
21: p = q and vp = vq.
22: end if
estimates from C consecutive clusters is,
| ∩C−1i=0 Ωi/2i| ≤
2pi
2C−1c1
. (21)
Further, for a singleton bin, we know that the frequency corresponding to the location of the non-zero
DFT coefficient is of the form 2pi`/n for some integer ` ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}. Hence, if the number of clusters
C = O(log n) and the number of samples per cluster2 N = O(log1/3 n), then the singleton-estimator
algorithm correctly identifies the unknown frequency with a high probability (see proposition VIII.1).
2In construction of the measurement matrix (18), as well as in algorithm 2, we assumed that the signal length n is not an
even number. If n is an even number, then one can use some other prime, not a factor of n, in (18) and in algorithm 2. For
example, if n is even but does not have 3 as a factor, then the samples in ith cluster are equispaced with difference being 3i,
instead of 2i as suggested in (18).
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The pseudo code of the algorithm is provided in Algorithm 2.
Proposition VIII.1. For a sufficiently high SNR and large n, the singleton-estimator algorithm with
C = O(log n) clusters and N = O(log1/3n) samples per cluster, i.e., D = O(log4/3 n) samples, correctly
identifies the support of the non-zero DFT coefficient contributing to the singleton bin with probability
at least 1−O(1/n2). The algorithm uses no more than O(log4/3 n) complex operations.
Proof: Please see Appendix F
IX. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the R-FFAST algorithm on synthetic data and
contrast the results with the theoretical claims of Theorem III.1. The synthetic data used for evaluation is
beyond the theoretical claims of Theorem III.1. In particular, the DFT coefficients of the used synthetic
signal have arbitrary phase, instead of a finite constellation as assumed in Section II. For arbitrary
complex-valued DFT coefficients one cannot expect to perfectly reconstruct the DFT ~X from noise-
corrupted time-domain samples. A reconstruction is deemed successful, if the support of the non-zero
DFT coefficients is recovered perfectly. Additionally, we observe that the normalized `1-error is small
compared to 1 when support recovery is successful.
In addition to evaluating the performance of the R-FFAST algorithm on synthetic signals, in Sec-
tion IX-B, we also provide details of the application of a 2D version of the R-FFAST algorithm to
acquire the Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI). Application of the R-FFAST algorithm to acquire MRI is
not meant to compete with the state-of-the-art techniques in the MRI literature, but rather to demonstrate
the feasibility of our proposed approach as a promising direction for future research. More significantly,
this experiment demonstrates that while the theory proposed in this paper applies to signals with a
uniformly-random support model for the dominant sparse DFT coefficients, in practice, our algorithm
works even for the non-uniform (or clustered) support setting as is typical of MR images.
A. R-FFAST performance evaluation for synthetic signals
In [1], we have theoretically analyzed as well as empirically validated the scaling of the number
of samples m required by the FFAST algorithm, as a function of the sparsity k. In this section, we
empirically evaluate the scaling of the number of samples m and the processing time, required by the
R-FFAST algorithm to successfully compute the DFT ~X , as a function of the ambient signal dimension
n, see Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The plots show the scaling of the number of samples m and the total time required by the R-FFAST algorithm to
successfully reconstruct a k = 40 sparse DFT ~X , for increasing signal length n. For a fixed support recovery probability of
0.99, sparsity k and SNR of 5dB, we note that both the sample complexity as well as time complexity of the R-FFAST scale
sub-linearly in n.
Simulation Setup:
• An n-length DFT vector ~X with k = 40 non-zero coefficients is generated. The non-zero DFT
coefficients are chosen to have a uniformly random support, fixed amplitude but an arbitrary random
phase. The input signal ~x is obtained by taking the IDFT of ~X . The length of the signal n is varied
from n = 49 ∗ 50 ∗ 51 ≈ 0.1 million to n = 49 ∗ 50 ∗ 51 ∗ 12 ≈ 1.49 million, i.e., 12×.
• The noise-corrupted signal ~y = ~x+~z, where ~z is such that the effective signal-to-noise ratio is 5dB,
is processed through a d = 3 stage R-FFAST architecture with D = NC delay-chains per stage.
The sampling periods of the 3 stages in the R-FFAST architecture are 50 ∗ 51, 51 ∗ 49 and 49 ∗ 50
respectively. This results in the total number of bins in the R-FFAST front-end architecture to be
nb = 150.
• As the signal length n varies, the number of clusters C and the number of samples per cluster N
are varied, to achieve at least 0.99 probability of successful support recovery.
• Each sample point in the plot is generated by averaging over 1000 runs.
1) R-FFAST sample complexity: In proposition VIII.1, we have shown that C = O(log n) clusters and
N = O(log1/3 n) samples per cluster are sufficient for decoding a singleton bin correctly using the bin-
processing Algorithm 2. In the empirical evaluation of the R-FFAST, we observed that N = 3 ≈ log1/3(n)
and C = [9 : 12] ≈ log(n), were sufficient to successfully recover the support of the DFT ~X with
probability more than 0.99. Thus, the overall empirical sample complexity m ≈ O(k log4/3 n), as shown in
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Fig. 6(a). Note that, the empirical sample complexity performance coincides with the sample requirement
for reliable decoding of a singleton-bin as pointed out by proposition VIII.1 and is better than the
theoretical claims of Theorem III.1. We believe that this discrepancy is mainly due to the weaker analysis
of a multi-ton bin error event in Appendix C.
2) R-FFAST time complexity: In Fig. 6(b), we plot the total time, sum of the time required for the
front-end processing as well as the back-end peeling algorithm, required by the R-FFAST to successfully
recover the DFT ~X , as a function of increasing signal length n. Note that, a 12× fold increase in the
ambient signal dimension n resulted in mere 30% increase in the time complexity of the R-FFAST
algorithm. Thus, empirically substantiating the claim of sub-linear in signal length n time complexity of
the R-FFAST algorithm.
B. Application of the R-FFAST for MR imaging
The 1D R-FFAST architecture proposed in this paper can be generalized, in a straightforward manner,
to 2D signals, with similar performance guarantees. In this section, we apply the 2D R-FFAST algorithm
to reconstruct a brain image acquired on an MR scanner3 with dimension 504 × 504. In MR imaging,
the samples are acquired in the Fourier domain and the task is to reconstruct the spatial image domain
signal from significantly less number of Fourier samples. To reconstruct the full brain image using 2D
R-FFAST, we perform the following two-step procedure:
• Differential space signal acquisition: We perform a vertical finite difference operation on the image
by multiplying the 2D-DFT signal with 1−e2piıω0 . This operation effectively creates an approximately
sparse differential image in spatial domain, as shown in Fig. 7(e), and can be reconstructed using
R-FFAST. Note, that the finite difference operation can be performed on the sub-sampled data,
and at no point do we need to access all the input Fourier samples. The differential brain image
is then sub-sampled and reconstructed using a 3-stage 2D R-FFAST architecture. Also, since the
brain image is approximately sparse, we take 15 delay-chains in each of the 3 stages of the 2D R-
FFAST architecture. The R-FFAST algorithm reconstructs the differential brain image using 56.71%
of Fourier samples.
• Inversion using fully sampled center frequencies: After reconstructing the differential brain image,
as shown in Fig. 7(f), we invert the finite difference operation by dividing the 2D-DFT samples
3The original MR scanner image is not pre-processed, other than retaining an image of size 504× 504.
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(a) Log intensity plot of the 2D-DFTof
the original ‘Brain’ image. The red
enclosed region is fully sampled and
used for the stable inversion.
(b) Original ‘Brain’ image in spatial
domain.
(c) Reconstructed ‘Brain’ image using
the 2D R-FFAST architecture along
with the fully sampled center frequen-
cies. The total number of Fourier sam-
ples used is 60.18%.
(d) Log intensity plot of 2D-DFT of
the original ‘Brain’ image, after appli-
cation of the vertical difference opera-
tion.
(e) Differential ‘Brain’ image obtained
using the vertical difference operation
on the original ‘Brain’ image.
(f) Differential ‘Brain’ image recon-
structed using the 2D R-FFAST archi-
tecture with 56.71% of Fourier sam-
ples.
Fig. 7. Application of the 2D R-FFAST algorithm to reconstruct the ‘Brain’ image acquired on an MR scanner with dimension
504× 504. We first reconstruct the differential ‘Brain’ image shown in Fig. 7(e), using d = 3 stage 2D R-FFAST architecture
with 15 random circular shifts in each of the 3 stages of the R-FFAST architecture. Additionally we acquire all the Fourier
samples from the center frequency as shown, by the red enclosure, in Fig. 7(a). Then, we do a stable inversion using the
reconstructed differential ‘Brain’ image of Fig. 7(f) and the fully sampled center frequencies of Fig. 7(a), to get a reconstructed
full ‘Brain’ image as shown in Fig. 7(c). Our proposed two-step acquisition and reconstruction procedure takes overall 60.18%
of Fourier samples.
with 1 − e2piıω0 . Since the inversion is not stable near the center of the Fourier domain, only the
non-center frequencies are inverted and the center region is replaced by the fully sampled data.
• Overall, the 2D R-FFAST algorithm uses a total of 60.18% of Fourier samples to reconstruct the
brain image shown in Fig. 7(c).
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APPENDIX A
MUTUAL INCOHERENCE BOUND
Let ~a(p) be a pth column of the bin-measurement matrix. Then, using the structure of ~a(p) from (14),
we have,
µmax(Ai,j) ≤ max
p 6=q
1
D
|~a(p)†~a(q)|
= max
`6=0
1
D
|
D−1∑
s=0
exp(ı2pi`rs/n)|
= max
`6=0
µ(`) , (22)
where µ(`) , |∑D−1s=0 exp(ı2pi`rs/n)|/D.
Now consider the summation
∑D−1
s=0 cos(ı2pi`rs/n)/D for any fixed ` 6= 0. According to the hypothesis
of the Lemma VII.3, circular shifts {rs}D−1s=0 are uniformly at random between 0 and n − 1. Hence,
the terms in the summation, i.e., {cos(ı2pi`rs/n)/D}D−1s=0 , are i.i.d random variables with zero-mean
and bounded support, given by [−1/D, 1/D]. Using Hoeffding’s inequality for the sum of independent
random variables with bounded support we have, for any t > 0,
Pr(|
D−1∑
s=0
cos(ı2pi`rs/n)/D| > t) ≤ 2 exp(−t2D/2).
Similarly,
Pr(|
D−1∑
s=0
sin(ı2pi`rs/n)/D| > t) ≤ 2 exp(−t2D/2).
Applying a union bound over the real and the imaginary parts of the summation term in µ(`), we get,
Pr(µ(`) >
√
2t) ≤ 4 exp(−t2D/2). (23)
Further applying a union bound over all ` 6= 0, we have,
Pr(µmax(Ai,j) >
√
2t) ≤ 4n exp(−t2D/2)
= 0.8
for t =
√
2 log(5n)/D. Thus, over all the random choices of the circular shifts r0, . . . , rD−1, with
probability at least 0.2,
µmax(Ai,j) < 2
√
log(5n)/D , ∀ i, j.
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
APPENDIX B
RESTRICTED-ISOMETRY-PROPERTY
Consider a s-sparse vector ~X and a matrixA. Using basic linear algebra we get the following inequality,
λmin(A
†A)|| ~X||2 ≤ ||A ~X||2 ≤ λmax(A†A)|| ~X||2
The Gershgorin circle theorem [25], provides a bound on the eigen-values of a square matrix. It states
that, every eigen-value of a square matrix lies within at least one of the Gershgoring discs. A Gershgorin
disc is defined for each row of the square matrix, with diagonal entry as a center and the sum of the
absolute values of the off-diagonal entries as radius. Note that by hypothesis of the Lemma VII.4, the
diagonal entries of the matrix A†A are equal to 1. Hence, µmax(A) provides an upper bound on the
absolute values of the off-diagonal entries of A†A.
Then, using the Gershgorin circle theorem we have,
(1− µmax(A)(s− 1))+ || ~X||2 ≤ ||A ~X||2 ≤ (1 + µmax(A)(s− 1)) || ~X||2.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM III.1
In this section we provide a proof of the main result of the paper. The proof consists of two parts. In the
first part of the proof, we show that the R-FFAST algorithm reconstructs the DFT ~X , with probability
at least 1 − O(1/k), using m = O(k log3 n) samples. In the second part of the proof, we show that
computational complexity of the R-FFAST decoder is O(k log4 n).
A. Reliability Analysis and sample complexity of the R-FFAST
1) Reliability analysis: Let Ef denote an event that the R-FFAST algorithm fails to reconstruct the
DFT ~X . Let Eb be an event that the Algorithm 2, after processing the observations of a bin, fails to
correctly classify the bin as a zero-ton, a singleton or a multi-ton bin. In the case of a singleton bin
successful decoding also involves identifying the support and the value of the contributing non-zero DFT
coefficient correctly. Now, if we use E to denote the event that during the entire decoding process there
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exists some bin for which Algorithm 2 make a wrong decision, then putting the pieces together, we get,
Pr(Ef ) < Pr(E) + Pr(Ef | E)
(a)
< Pr(E) +O(1/k) (24)
where in (a), we used the fact that when there are no bin-processing errors in the entire decoding
procedure, i.e., event E occurs, the R-FFAST algorithm performs identical to the noiseless FFAST
algorithm proposed in [1]. In Section VII-A, we have shown that the R-FFAST front-end architecture,
by construction, outputs O(k) bins each with a vector observation. In [1], we show that the FFAST
peeling-decoder processes each bin only constant number of times, i.e., peeling-iterations are constant.
Thus, we bound the probability of the event E using a union bound over the constant number of iterations
required for the R-FFAST algorithm to reconstruct the DFT ~X and over O(k) bins used in the R-FFAST
architecture to get,
Pr(E) < number of iterations× number of bins× Pr(Eb)
= O(k)Pr(Eb) (25)
From (24) and (25), we note that in order to complete the reliability analysis of the R-FFAST algorithm,
we need to show that Pr(Eb) < O(1/k2).
The following lemma plays a crucial role in the analysis of the event Eb. It analyzes the performance
of an energy-based threshold rule to detect the presence of an arbitrary valued complex vector ~u, from
its noise-corrupted samples.
Lemma C.1. For an arbitrary valued complex vector ~u ∈ CD and ~z ∼ CN (0, ID×D), we have,
Pr(||~u+ ~z||2 < (1 + γ)D) < exp
(
−D(||~u||
2/D − γ)2
2 + 4||~u||2/D
)
, (26)
for any constant 0 < γ < ||~u||2/D.
Proof: Please see Appendix D
Without loss of generality, consider algorithm 2 processing the observations ~yb of bin b. In Section V,
using signal processing identities, we have shown that the bin observation noise ~wb ∼ CN (0, ID×D).
The processed bin b can either be a zero-ton bin, or a single-ton bin or a multi-ton bin. Next, we analyze
the probability of success of the bin-processing algorithm 2 for all the three possibilities.
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a) Analysis of a zero-ton bin: Consider a zero-ton bin b, with an observation ~yb = ~wb. Let Ez be
an event that a zero-ton bin is not identified as a ‘zero-ton’. Then,
Pr(Ez) = Pr(||~wb||2 > (1 + γ)D)
= P (χ22D > 2(1 + γ)D)
< 2 exp(−Dγ2/9) ∀ γ ∈ [0, 1/3]. (27)
where the last inequality follows from a standard concentration bound for Lipschitz functions of Gaussian
variables, along with the fact that the Euclidean norm is a 1-Lipschitz function. Thus,
Pr(Ez) < O(1/k
2), if D = O(log k) and γ ∈ [0, 1/3]. (28)
b) Analysis of a single-ton bin: Let ~yb = X[`]~a(`) + ~wb, be an observation vector of a single-ton
bin with contribution from non-zero DFT coefficient at support ` and value X[`]. The steering vector
~a(`) (see (14) for detailed structure) is the `th column of the bin-measurement matrix. Let Es be an
event that a single-ton bin is not decoded correctly. The event Es consists of the following three events.
Single-ton bin is wrongly classified as a zero-ton bin: [Esz] Let Esz denote an event that the
single-ton bin fails the energy test of the Algorithm 1 and is classified as a zero-ton.
Pr(Esz) = Pr(||~yb||2 < (1 + γ)D)
= Pr(||X[`]~a(`) + ~wb||2 < (1 + γ)D)
< exp
(
−D(ρ− γ)
2
2 + 4ρ
)
∀ γ < ρ (29)
where the last inequality follows from using Lemma C.1, X[`] =
√
ρeıφ, and the norm of steering vector
||~a(`)|| = √D.
Either the support or the value of the single-ton bin is detected wrongly: [Ess] Let Ess denote an
event that the Algorithm 2 wrongly detects either the support or the value of the singleton bin, i.e.,
Pr(Ess) < 2Pr(ˆ` 6= `) + Pr(Xˆ[`] 6= X[`] | ˆ`= `)
< O(1/n2) + Pr(Xˆ[`] 6= X[`] | ˆ`= `) (30)
where last inequality follows from proposition VIII.1 for D = O(log4/3 n) carefully chosen samples per
bin.
From Algorithm 2, we have Xˆ[`] = ~a(`)†~yb/D = X[`] + CN (0, 1/D). Then, using the fact that
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non-zero DFT coefficients take value from a M -PSK constellation with magnitude
√
ρ we have,
Pr(Xˆ[`] 6= X[`] | ˆ`= `) < Pr(|CN (0, 1/D)| > √ρ sin(pi/M))
= exp(−Dρ sin2(pi/M)). (31)
Hence, from (30) and (31) and using the fact that ρ,M are constants, we have,
Pr(Ess) < O(1/k
2) (32)
for D = O(log4/3 n), carefully chosen samples as per discussion in Section VII-B.
Single-ton bin is wrongly classified as a multi-ton bin: [Esm] Let Esm be an event that a singleton
bin b is processed by the Algorithm 2 and classified as a multi-ton bin. Thus,
Pr(Esm) < Pr(Esm | Ess) + Pr(Ess)
= Pr(Ez) + Pr(Ess) (33)
Further using a union bound, we get an upper bound on the probability of event Es as,
Pr(Es) < Pr(Esz) + Pr(Ess) + Pr(Esm)
Thus, from (28), (29), (32) and (33), we have,
Pr(Es) < O(1/k
2), if D = O(log4/3 n) and 0 < γ < min{1/3, ρ}. (34)
c) Analysis of a multi-ton bin: Consider a multi-ton bin b, that has a contribution from L ≥ 2
components. Then, the observation vector of this bin can be written as ~yb = Ab~v + ~wb, where ~v ∈ Cn
is an L-sparse vector with L non-zero DFT coefficients, Ab is the bin measurement matrix and ~wb ∼
CN (0, ID×D). Let Em be an event that a multi-ton bin is decoded as a single-ton bin with a support `
and the non-zero DFT coefficient X[`] for some `, i.e.,
Pr(Em) < Pr(||Ab~v −X[`]~a(`) + ~wb||2 < (1 + γ)D) (35)
First we compute a lower bound on the term ||Ab~v − X[`]~a(`)||2 using the RIP Lemma VII.4. Let
~u = ~v−X[`]~e`, where ~e` is a standard basis vector with 1 at `th location and 0 elsewhere. The vector ~u
is either L−1, L or L+ 1 sparse. Then, using the Lemmas VII.3, VII.4 and the fact that all the non-zero
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components of ~u are constant, we have,
||Ab~v −X[`]~a(`)||2 = ||Ab~u||2
≥ c3LρD(1− µmax(Ab)L)+
> c3LρD(1− 2L
√
log(5n)/D)+ (36)
for some constant c3 > 0. Next, we compute an upper bound on the probability of the failure event Em,
Pr(Em) < Pr(Em | L < log(k)) + Pr(L ≥ log(k))
< Pr(Em | L < log(k)) +O(1/k2), (37)
where in last inequality we have used the fact that the number of the non-zero DFT coefficients connected
to any bin is a Binomial B(1/(ηk), k) random variable (see [1] for more details), for some constant η > 0.
Hence to show that Pr(Em) < O(1/k2), we need to show Pr(Em | L < log(k)) < O(1/k2). Towards
that end,
Pr(Em | L < log(k)) = Pr(||Ab~v −X[`]~a(`) + ~wb||2 < (1 + γ)D | L < log(k))
(a)
< max
2≤L<log k
exp

−D
(
c3Lρ
(
1− 2L√log(5n)/D)
+
− γ
)2
2 + 4c3Lρ
(
1− 2L√log(5n)/D)
+
 ,
where in (a) we used the Lemma C.1 and the lower bound from (36).
Hence,
Pr(Em) < O(1/k
2), if D = O(log2 k log n), (38)
and 0 < γ < c3Lρ
(
1− 2L√log(5n)/D)
+
, for 2 ≤ L < log k.
d) Upper bound on the probability of event Eb: From (28), (34) and (38) we have,
Pr(Eb) < O(1/k
2), (39)
for some constant γ > 0, fixed ρ > 0 and D = O(log2(k) log(n)).
B. Sample and Computational complexity of R-FFAST
In Section VII-A, we have shown that the R-FFAST front-end architecture, by construction, has a
constant number of stages d and outputs O(k) bins. Additionally, in Section C-A1, we have shown that
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D = O(log3 n), samples per bin are sufficient for reliable recovery of the DFT ~X . Hence, the total
sample complexity of the R-FFAST algorithm in the presence of the observation noise is
m = O(k log3 n).
Moreover, in [1], we show that the FFAST peeling-decoder processes each bin only constant number of
times, i.e., peeling-iterations are constant. Thus, the total computational cost of the R-FFAST algorithm
is,
Total computational cost
= cost of computing the front-end output + cost of back-end peeling
= O(k log k)×D × d+ cost of back-end peeling
< O(k log4 n) + cost of back-end peeling
(a)
= O(k log4 n) +O(k log4/3 n)
= O(k log4 n), (40)
where (a) follows from proposition VIII.1 and the fact that each bin is processed only constant number
of times. 
APPENDIX D
THRESHOLD BASED ENERGY-DETECTOR
In this section we provide a proof of the Lemma C.1. Let ~u ∈ CD be an arbitrary complex D
dimensional vector and ~z ∈ CN (0, ID×D). Let 0 < γ < ||~u||2/D, be some constant. Then, using the tail
bound for a non-central χ2 random variable (see equation (58b) in [26]) we get,
Pr(||~u+ ~z||2 < (1 + γ)D)
= Pr(||
√
2~u+
√
2~z||2 < 2D(1 + γ))
< exp
(
−D(||~u||
2/D − γ)2
2 + 4||~u||2/D
)

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APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION VI.1
Consider N noise-corrupted time-domain samples of a single complex sinusoid, obtained by sampling
the signal at a periodic interval of 1, as follows,
y(t) = Aej(ωt+φ) + w(t), t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (N − 1), (41)
where the amplitude A, frequency ω, and the phase φ are deterministic but unknown constants. The noise
samples w(t) ∼ CN (0, 1). Then, as shown in (12) the MMSE estimate of the unknown frequency ω is
given by,
ωˆ =
(
ω +N
(
0,
6/ρ
N(N2 − 1)
))
2pi
, (42)
where ρ = A2. Then for any constant c1, there exists sufficiently large value of N such that,
Pr
(
|ω − ωˆ| > pi
c1
)
= Pr
(∣∣∣∣N (0, 6/ρN(N2 − 1)
)∣∣∣∣ > pic1
)
= Pr
(
|N (0, 1)| >
√
pi2
c21
N(N2 − 1)
6/ρ
)
= 2Q
(√
pi2
c21
N(N2 − 1)
6/ρ
)
< exp
(
−pi
2
c21
N(N2 − 1)
6/ρ
)
< 1/n3, (43)
where in the last inequality, we used N = O(log1/3 n).
APPENDIX F
PROOF OF PROPOSITION VIII.1
Let ωi be an estimate of 2iω obtained using the observations of cluster i as per estimation rule (11).
Also let Ωi := (ωi − pi/c1, ωi + pi/c1), i.e., |Ωi| = 2pi/c1. Define Ei an event that (2iω)2pi /∈ Ωi, where
ω is the true unknown frequency, of the form 2pi`/n, corresponding to the location ` of a singleton bin.
Then, from proposition VI.1 we have Pr(Ei) = Pr(E0) < 1/n3 for N = O(log1/3 n). Applying a union
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bound over C clusters, we get,
Pr(ω /∈ | ∩C−1i=0 Ωi/2i|) ≤
C−1∑
i=0
Pr(Ei)
< C/n3
< 1/n2, (44)
where in the last inequality we used the value of C = O(log n).
From (21) we know,
| ∩C−1i=0 Ωi/2i| ≤
2pi
2C−1c1
<
2pi
n
, (45)
for appropriate choice of the constants. Hence using (44), (45) and the fact that there are total of n possible
frequencies 2pi`/n, ` = 0, . . . , n − 1, we conclude that the singleton-estimator algorithm identifies the
true location of the non-zero coefficient of a singleton bin with probability at least 1−O(1/n2).
A. Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of processing samples of each cluster is N = O(log1/3 n). There are
total of C = O(log n) clusters. Hence, the overall complexity of the singleton estimator algorithm is
O(NC) = O(log4/3 n).
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